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Context
Thrive Laramie is an initiative to design the future of the community by addressing issues
around economic development, planning and housing. The goal of this project, Thrive
Laramie: A Housing Strategy (“Housing Strategy” or “Strategy”), is to bring together the
community to take action that expands housing choices and affordability.
Initiated as a partnership between the City of Laramie and Community Builders and guided
by an advisory group called the Housing Action Team (HAT) that provided leadership and
local expertise, this strategy provides a realistic, market-based assessment for expanding the
amount and variety of housing available in the greater downtown area. Building on the 2015
Housing Study, this strategy identifies the barriers to building housing that addresses gaps
in the market by studying specific opportunity sites. It offers actionable strategies to expand
housing in the greater downtown area, including a variety of development concepts the City
could use to initiate a catalyst project in the near-term.
Housing Action Team:
Heidi Peterson, Executive Director of the Wyoming State Chamber
Warren Greaser, Rawstone Development
Maura Hanning, Laramie Planning Commission Representative
Chaz Avila, ANB Bank, Assistant Vice President Commerical Banking
Housing Council:
Effie Bader,Owner/Associate Broker Laramie Land Company
Candy Pisciotti, Broker, Roots Out West Real Estate Co.
Randi Downham, President, First Interstate Bank
Walt Hammontree, Broker, Hammontree Real Estate
Karen Saunders, President/Owner Mortgage Source
Roger Strube, 7220 Consulting
Josh Boudreau, Vice President of Economic Development
Matt Goetz, Property and Real Estate Appraiser, Alpine Valuation, LLC.
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PURPOSE
WHY HOUSING, WHY NOW?
The Laramie community’s lack of quality housing choices is hurting the local economy. Not
only is housing unaffordable to many, there is a lack of the types of housing choices to meet
the needs of the people who want to live in Laramie. Existing businesses are growing and
new businesses are coming, but employers struggle to attract and retain talent. The cost of
housing is high and household incomes are low so people struggle to find quality housing
that meets their needs.
One of the impacts of this is that population growth in Laramie has been slower than in
other areas of the Rocky Mountain Region. Laramie has a large, young workforce in the
18-24 age group, which represents 32% of the total population. However, there is an outmigration of the 25-34 age group, indicated by a decrease of 14%. This is because students
from the University of Wyoming don’t stick around to make Laramie their permanent home.
By comparison, the Rocky Mountain Region has experienced a 4% increase in that same age
group.
Retaining this population is important to creating a vibrant year-round economy in Laramie.
However, because new development has focused primarily on 3-4 bedroom single family
homes and large apartment buildings on the periphery of town, there remains a high
demand for smaller sized housing products, particularly in the greater downtown area.
In for-sale products, homes under the $300K price point are greatly needed. Additionally,
while vacancy rates suggest a surplus in rental housing, based on interviews and focus group
conversations, there is a lack of quality, affordable rental housing. As a result, 54% of renters
are choosing to become cost burdened in order to get the quality of housing that they desire.
Enabling the development of more rental units within the downtown or nearby could fill a
gap in the market for quality rental housing at more affordable price points, resulting in less
cost-burdened households.
To enable continued economic growth, it is crucial that Laramie addresses these gaps in the
housing market. And yet, these products are not currently being built in Laramie.
Understanding why this is and developing appropriate solutions is one of the most
impactful moves the community can make to spark broader economic revitalization
in the community. That is what this housing strategy strives to achieve.
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WHAT DID WE SEEK TO LEARN?
Through this project we sought to understand the issues around housing and respond with
strategic actions. Building on the Housing Study from 2015, we identified the barriers to meet
gaps in the market and study specific opportunity sites as to why housing isn’t being built.
We worked with the local development community to educate and empower them with the
tools to bring more housing choices into Laramie.

G OALS

APPROACH

01
02
03
04

WHAT IS
MARKET STUDY
UNDERSTANDING THE
ISSUES

THE STORY AROUND HOUSING IN LARAMIE?
This phase explored the community's values
around housing and market data to understand
trends, gaps and demand for housing.

WHAT IS
CODE AUDIT
IDENTIFY BARRIERS TO
DEVELOPMENT

HOLDING BACK HOUSING IN LARAMIE?
This phase identified policy inhibitors and barriers
to development and provided recommendations
for specific changes.

HOW
WILL WE GET THERE?

OPPORTUNITIES
ASSESSMENT
STRATEGIES

This phase explored, tested and refined ideas
around market feasible housing opportunities in
Laramie.

WHERE AND HOW
DEVELOP STRATEGIES
AFFORDABLE HOUSING

DO WE START?
This phase wil transfer lessons to the public and
private sector partners to take the necessary steps
to move towards on the ground projects.

PROJECT OUTCOMES
This project worked with the community, local leaders and developers on achievable, actionoriented strategies to increase the diversity, availability and quality of housing in Laramie.

01
Understand the issues that
are driving the current
housing challenge and unite
the community around
shared housing goals.

02
Identify specific strategies
to get housing built through
code changes and proforma
analysis of housing projects.

03
Empower private and public
partners with the tools and
resources to take on projects
and address housing goals.
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THE PROBLEM & WHY
WE MUST ADDRESS
IT
Across the Rocky Mountain West- including Idaho, Wyoming, Montana, Colorado and
New Mexico- housing is increasingly unaffordable for average working people. Housing
that local residents and the workforce can afford is essential to strong communities and
healthy economies. Communities that aren’t affordable suffer from depressed job and
business growth, increased regional traffic, and diminished character. The people in
these communities suffer from decreased economic mobility, longer and more expensive
commutes, and less time with family. The most fundamental challenge to communities today
is remaining affordable for people of different backgrounds and incomes to call home.

THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN REGION INCLUDS IDAHO,
WYOMING, MONTANA, COLORADO AND NEW
MEXICO. THIS REGION IS CURRENTLY THE
FASTEST GROWING IN THE UNITED STATES.

WHAT IS DRIVING THE AFFORDABILITY ISSUE?
Communities experiencing housing issues are impacted by local market forces around cost
and supply. Because of this market imbalance housing quality is sacrificed, land costs drive
new growth to the edge, and choices become more limited. As the gap between supply of
diverse housing choices and demand for livable places grows- more people are priced out
and the community and the economy suffers.

IMPACTS ON PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES
What are the consequences when working families don’t have affordable housing choices
near their jobs? People will choose to stay and live in unstable and financially stressful living
situations, move further out of town where housing is more affordable accepting longer
commutes, or move away. The impacts of these choices result increased traffic and loss of
business vitality. But most at risk is the loss of an authentic community- because it is people
that make places great.
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GREAT PLACES MATTER
Building a strong and resilient economy is tied to creating great community for people to
live and work. Based on a survey of nearly 1,000 employers and community members in
Colorado, Idaho, Montana and Wyoming, both business owners and community members
prioritize community quality. People are attracted to great neighborhoods that offer
diversity in amenities, housing options and transportation choices. In many Rocky Mountain
communities, people will make trade offs such as salary and home size to live in a place that
offers a great quality of life. But affordabilty is an issue, there is not enough housing in many
Rocky Mountain communities to meet the needs of people at a diversity of income levels.
Some key findings include;

01

JOBS FOLLOW PEOPLE. 70% of business owners established their residence in a
community first, then decide to start a business.

02

COMMUNITY QUALITY IS A TOP PRIORITY FOR BUSINESSES AND RESIDENTS. 4.5 out of
5 people surveyed considered overall quality of the community as the most important
factor in selecting a location to live.

03

BEING A PLACE THAT CAN ATTRACT TALENTED EMPLOYEES IS IMPORTANT TO
GROWING BUSINESSES. 68% of business owners state the ability to attract or retain
employees is an important factor in choosing a location.

04

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE ARE LOOKING FOR GREAT PLACES. 39% of people will consider
community over job opportunities. 44% consider job and community are equally
important. Only 17% of people consider only job opportunities when looking for a place
to live.

05

PEOPLE ARE WILLING TO SACRIFICE SALARY FOR THE IDEAL COMMUNITY. 83% of
respondents favored living in an ideal community with a lesser salary.

06

HOUSING COSTS ARE A CONCERN FOR BUSINESSES AND EMPLOYEES. 68% of
respondents felt there are not enough housing options for the range of incomes in
the community- and that has an impact on businesses ability to attract and retain
employees.
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PROCESS OVERVIEW
& KEY FINDINGS
This section provides an overview of the phases of the Housing Strategy
process and the key findings from each. The Strategy included three
core phases: the market study, the code audit and the opportunities
assessment.
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M A RK ET
S T U DY
The Study included an in-depth analysis of the market demand for housing in Laramie,
working to understand the affordability gap, the housing types currently available in Laramie,
and what housing types people would like to see in the future. This phase produced a
separate Preliminary Findings Report (included as Appendix A) and relied heavily on both
quantitative and qualitative research, including: (1) an online survey supplemented with a
print version; (2) focus groups; (3) developer interviews; and (4) a walkshop of the greater
downtown area conducted in Fall 2019 assessing the condition of existing housing stock and
opportunities for infill development.
The Preliminary Findings Report summarizes the findings from both the outreach described
above as well as data on population growth, household make-up and income, and existing
housing stock. Three key market challenges were identified: (1) incomes are too low to afford

existing housing stock; (2) there is a lack of housing choices available; and (3) high land and
construction costs make it challenging to produce lower priced housing.
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CHALLENGE 1. INCOMES ARE TOO LOW TO AFFORD EXISTING
HOUSING STOCK.

Laramie households have lower incomes compared to regional and state averages, yet
housing costs are higher in Laramie than regional and state averages. The Rocky Mountain
Region area median income (AMI) is $55,962 which is significantly higher when compared to
the City of Laramie AMI of $45,816. New quality housing product on the market is between
$1,000-$1,499/month for rentals or between $300k-$499k for homes sold which is not an
attainable housing cost for current Laramie residents.

THE AVERAGE LARAMIE HOUSEHOLD HAS LESS INCOME, BUT THE COST OF
HOUSING REMAINS HIGHER, CREATING A LARGE AFFORDABILITY GAP
MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME

MEDIAN HOME VALUE

Rocky Mountain Region

$55,962

$207,000

City of Laramie

$45,816

$210,600

Cheyenne

$62,879

$202,800

Ft. Collins, CO

$64,980

$306,600

Data source: ACS 2017
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The result of high housing costs and low wages have caused many Laramie residents to
become “cost burdened.” Cost burdened means a household spends more than 30% of their
income on housing. Households are severely cost burdened when spending more than 50%
of their income on housing. Cost burden is a major issue in Laramie. 54% of renters in Laramie
are cost burdened, half of which are severely cost burdened. In addition, 30% of home owners
are cost burned. This means both homeowners and renters alike have less disposable income
to spend in Laramie. Cost burden further limits housing mobility for renters who wish to work
towards saving for a home and increasing their personal wealth, which can be a key reason
for people to choose to relocate.

54%

54% of renters are cost burdened or severely cost burdened. This is 10%
higher than the Rocky Mountain region.

30%

About 30% of Homeowners are cost burdened which is on par with
national averages. This has remained constant since 2012.
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CHALLENGE 2. THERE IS A LACK OF HOUSING CHOICES AVAILABLE.
Laramie has a lack of housing choices in both housing type and location. Single family homes
represent nearly half of Laramie’s housing supply, with large scale multi-family as the second
largest housing type. Both are currently getting built at a steady pace on the edge of Laramie
because land availability and zoning requirements are more favorable in those locations.
Interviews and survey results demonstrated a strong demand for more housing choices.
Specifically, residents indicated a desire for more small scale residential products that are by
nature, more affordable. This type of housing, also known as missing middle housing, includes
bungalows, townhomes, condominiums, small apartment buildings, duplexes, triplexes,
and fourplexes that are not currently available in Laramie. These housing types are generally
integrated into existing walkable neighborhoods, such as the Tree Area in Laramie, but are
not currently being developed in Laramie despite the demonstrated demand.

Single Family

Duplex

Triplex/4plex

48%

6%

11%

7414 units

944 units

11%
RENTALS
89%
HOMEOWNERSHIP
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Multifamily
(5-9 units)

Multifamily
(10-50 units)

1777 units

1522 units

1802 units

50%
RENTALS

75%
RENTALS

100%
RENTALS

100%
RENTALS

50%
HOMEOWNERSHIP

25%
HOMEOWNERSHIP

0%
HOMEOWNERSHIP

0%
HOMEOWNERSHIP

10%

16%
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CHALLENGE 3. HIGH LAND AND CONSTRUCTION COSTS MAKE IT
CHALLENGING TO PRODUCE LOWER PRICED HOUSING.

Land cost is high in Laramie. In Laramie, high land costs and lack of infrastructure impact
development feasibility for new projects. The average cost to build is around $150 per SF,
resulting in higher price points on new products. Labor and materials costs are on average
25% higher regionally in Laramie since materials and skilled labor needs to be brought in
from Cheyenne or the Front Range of Colorado.

25%

Labor and materials costs are on average 25% higher regionally in
Laramie.

In addition to high building cost, land cost is skyrocketing in Laramie according to local
developers. In the supply chain of housing, land is the most finite of resources. In Laramie,
there is a very limited amount of buildable lots in the greater downtown area due to small
lot sizes - most lots are not large enough to meet the zoning requirements for development.
When buildable lots are in small supply, it drives up the demand (and therefore price) of
those lots.
Together, high building and land costs in Laramie is a major reason why it is so difficult for the
private market to produce more affordable housing choices. However, one way to mitigate
this is to allow more buildable square footage per lot for new construction and rehabs. This
enables more units to be built on a lot, naturally allowing developers to lower the price per
square foot on the finished homes. Determining what type of smaller format housing was
desirable for Laramie residents was an important next step in the process and is described in
the following section.
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DE S I RE D HO U S I N G
PRODU C T
In Laramie 3 major challenges to achieving attainable housing were identified:

Incomes are too low to
afford existing housing
stock.

There is a lack of housing
choices available.

High land and construction
costs make it challenging
to produce lower priced
housing.

One of the best ways to address these challenges is increasing smaller scale housing types,
also known as Missing Middle Housing. These types of homes allow for multiple units to be
built on a single lot, yielding more sources of revenue and decreasing the price per square
foot necessary to make the project profitable.
Following the market study, a Developer’s Workshop was held that allowed the preliminary
findings to be vetted with people that build housing in the community. Based upon that
workshop and community feedback, it was determined that small scale residential is, in fact,
in high demand. Specifically three Missing Middle housing types were identified as desirable;
accessory dwelling units (ADUs), small single family housing types such as cottage courts
or bungalows, and mid-density attached housing products ranging from townhomes to
12-plexes.

TYPOLOGIES LARAMIE COMMUNITY WANTS TO SEE MORE OF
Single-Family
Cottages, Bungalows, & Smaller Homes

ADU
Duplex, Triplexes, & Fourplexes
Small Apartment Buildings (6-12 units)
Townhomes & Condos
Large Apartment Buildings (12+ Units)
Live/Work
0

5

10

15

20

25

Number of individuals who wanted to see more of
certain typologies.
*Data captured from Developer Workshop
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ACCESSORY
DWELLING UNITS
(ADUS)
Accessory Dwelling Units
(ADUs), also known as
carriage homes, share a lot
with a larger primary home
and are usually limited in
total floor area to around
600-900 square feet—making
them more “naturally”
affordable due to their
size and location. Because
they are typically built
and managed by existing
property owners, they are a
great way to both provide
needed affordable rental
housing units and support
existing homeowners as a
source of income.

COTTAGE
COURTS

MID-DENSITY
ATTACHED HOUSING

Cottage courts are a group
of small detached homes
arranged around a shared
court that is usually visible
from the street. Unit
entrances are usually from
the shared court, creating
an important communityenhancing space. The court
replaces the function of a
rear yard and sometimes
where required, parking can
be found in the rear.

Mid-density attached
housing are small-tomedium sized structures
that consist of 2 to 16 multi
story housing units. Entries
typically face the street or a
shared courtyard space with
parking to the rear of the
building.

HOW MISSING MIDDLE HOUSING ADDRESSES THE NEED FOR
AFFORDABLE HOMES:
Provides more housing on less land, adding more housing stock to address demand.
Smaller units provide residents with a lower overall cost than a typical single family
home on the same property.
Developers can make more money on the same property because land and
construction costs are shared among units.
Large single family homes can often be rehabbed into multiple missing middle units
which is cheaper to construct. Interviews with developers in Laramie suggested that
construction costs for rehabs can be half that of new construction.
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Although these housing types are in high demand, oftentimes local zoning code and policies
prohibit developers from building Missing Middle Housing. To see if this was the case with
Laramie’s zoning code, the next phase for the Housing Strategy included a full code audit
of three zones found in the greater downtown area: R2, R3 and DC. This process sought to
determine if the regulations for each zone actually allowed for the housing types and price
points identified in the Market Study. The key findings of the Code Audit are found in the
following section.
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C ODE
AU DI T
WHAT ARE ZONING CODES, AND WHY DO THEY MATTER?
Zoning codes are a set of locally-controlled rules that shape how a community grows and
develops over time. Like blueprints for a neighborhood, zoning codes dictate what a property
owner may use a given lot for, what size and shape of building they may build there, how far
the building must be from other buildings and the street, how much parking to provide, and
even how much landscaping the owner must install. Because zoning codes are written and
enforced entirely on the local level, they are expected to shift over time as the community’s
needs change.
Good zoning codes should work to help a community’s vision and plans become a reality over
time. For example, when a community’s plans call for more of a certain type of housing in a
specific neighborhood, zoning codes should clearly guide and encourage future development
to reflect the community’s goals in that area. Unfortunately, zoning codes can be complex,
and are often out of line with a community’s plans and goals. While good codes should make
a community’s plans become reality, poorly aligned codes (or even just old codes) can actively
prevent a community’s goals from being reached.
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KEY “RED FLAGS” FROM LARAMIE’S CODE
In Laramie, a list of “red flags” in the zoning code has been slowly growing for a number of
years. While City Staff has worked to address a number of these issues, many have required a
deeper analysis to address more fully. The findings from that deeper analysis can be found in
Appendix B. Key highlights include:

High parking and low building
requirements.
In the downtown core, a combination of high
parking requirements and low maximum building
height requirements limits the size of building to
only very small apartment buildings, forcing the
rents to be too high for most existing locals to afford.

Excessive minimum principle
structure and unit size
requirements.
The existing minimum lot size standards for principle
structures and units prohibits housing choice
causing the market to be over saturated in large
scale single family homes at high prices points.

No mention of Accessory Dwelling
Units.
Laramie is home to many—technically nonpermitted—Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs), also
known as carriage homes. While these types of
homes present many benefits and are a highly
desired housing type in Laramie, the code’s lack of
guidance has caused many otherwise good ADU
projects to either get rejected or fly under the radar
without proper permitting.
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WHY IS PARKING AN ISSUE TO AFFORDABLE HOUSING?
PARKING
COMPETES
WITH
LEASABLE
SPACE. The
more parking
required, the
fewer units
a developer
can build. This
requires a
developer to
charge more
for rent to
make up for
the difference.

No Spaces/Unit
Income Required to Afford Rent: $36,000
0.5 Spaces/Unit
Income Required to Afford Rent: $39,000
1 Spaces/Unit
Income Required to Afford Rent: $43,000
1.5 Spaces/Unit
Income Required to Afford Rent: $47,000
2.5 Spaces/Unit
Income Required to Afford Rent: $51,000

ARE ACCESSORY DWELLING UNITS AN AFFORDABLE HOUSING
OPTION?

Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs) are an affordable housing option that can also reduce
mortgage costs for homeowners, however, the Laramie Development Code currently
does not expressly permit them.
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OPP ORT U N I T I E S
ASSESSMENT
While the market study focused on the demand for housing and current supply and the
code audit identified barriers to meeting this demand, the opportunities assessment
explored more specific planning and design concepts that could meet affordability needs
in the appropriate locations. Three opportunity sites were identified that were particularly
well positioned, based on location and lot size, for infill housing development. These sites
are shown on the map below. Over the course of a 3 day Design Workshop, detailed design
and pro-forma analysis was done for each site to see what current code allowed it to be
developed and how desired housing types might work on each site.
A summary of each of the three sites is provided in the sections that follow. The design
concepts were rooted in the consumer preferences reported in the Housing Development
Roundtable found in Appendix C, allowing the design team to explore site plans that
included the variety of housing types that were popular with stakeholders. The economic
feasibility of the site plans were then tested through a pro-forma analysis. The design
workshop also provided the opportunity for the public to share their ideas with the design
team including Community Builders, Cascadia and Van Meter Williams Pollack. The site plans
produced are merely conceptual and could be applied to a broad range of sites within the
downtown in addition to the specific opportunity site selected.

OPPORTUNITIES
SITE MAP

260 North
Pine Street

508 6th
Street
© 2020 Google
© 2020 Google
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➤

420 South
2nd Street

Based upon meetings
with stakeholders and
conversations with
property owners, the
three sites selected
were (1) 508 S. 6th
Street in the R3 zone,
(2) 260 N. Pine Street
in the R2 zone, and (3)
420 S. 2nd Street, the
City-owned parking
lot at 2nd and Custer,
which are explored
in more detail on the
N following pages.
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DESIGN WORKSHOP
The following summarizes each day of the Design Workshop and the preliminary findings.
Detailed findings and recommendations for each site can be found in the following section.

Day 1: Concept Development
On day one, the design team worked with
community members to brainstorm housing types
and design concepts to test for each site. The
following guidelines were established: (1) each site
needs to match the existing neighborhood, and
(2) each site plan should accommodate target
demographics and their demands for housing. A
housing type was selected to test on each site and
preliminary code constraints for their development
were identified.

Day 2: Concept Refinement
Day two focused on developing conceptual site
designs and further exploring code issues for
each site. The day wrapped up with a design
review with the housing action team to make
sure these concepts were in alignment with the
existing character and context of the surrounding
neighborhood.

Day 3: Final Presentation
Day three finalized the ideas around the three
opportunity sites and illustrated how these sites fit
within the neighborhood context as well as address
affordability needs of the people who live in Laramie.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR AFFORDABLE
DEVELOPMENT
This section provides an overview of the phases of the Housing Strategy
process and the key findings from each. The Strategy included three
core phases: the market study, the code audit and the opportunities
assessment.
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K EY
A S S U M P T IO N S
Based on local land and building costs, below represents key financial assumptions for
the cost to build new housing in Laramie today. The following numbers were based upon
individual interviews with local developers in the area. These key assumptions helped answer
the following for each zone and opportunity site analyzed for this strategy:
Could a newly constructed home be rented or sold at an amount that would be
affordable to a local?
Does the price the home would need to rent or sell at match a price point that is currently
missing or needed in the community?
If the answer was no to either of these questions, then it is important to address why that is
not the case.

UNIT SIZES AND MARKET RENTS
UNIT TYPE

MARKET
RENT / SF

SIZE (SF)

MARKET
RENT

TARGET RATE OF RETURN
RETURN TYPE

TARGET RATE

3 Bedroom

1,250

$1.25

$1,375

Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

12%

2 Bedroom

1,000

$1.40

$1,260

Cash-on-Cash Return

10%

1 Bedroom

750

$1.50

$1,050

Studio

500

$1.75

$875

Micro Units

300

$2.25

$675

Commercial

-

$18 / sqft / year (NNN)

HARD COSTS

SOFT COSTS

COST TYPE

COST

COST TYPE

Residential Construction

$140 - $175 / SF

Impact Fees

~3%

$230 / SF

Property Tax Rate

7.5%

$3,000 / space

Assessment Ratio

9.5%

Commercial Construction
Parking Construction

Other Soft Costs

COST

~ 15%
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DE F I N I N G
A F FORDA BI L I T Y
Affordability can mean a lot of different things! Every year, the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD), produces estimates of area median income (AMI) by household
size for every county in the country.
100% of AMI means that a household is right in the middle - 50% of households earn more
than them and 50% earn less. Housing that is affordable costs 30% or less than a household’s
income.

WHAT DOES AREA MEDIAN INCOME (AMI) MEAN?
AMI gives a clear picture of what is affordable for different levels of income and different
family types. The image below represents what is affordable for different family sizes at
different income levels in Albany County. Again, the goal is to ensure the zoning code allows
for housing options that could be affordable for a broad range of workers in Laramie.

HUD Income Limits - Albany County, WY - by AMI and Family Size
Family Size

1 Person

2 Person

3 Person

4 Person

30% AMI

$16,750

$19,150

$21,720

$26,200

50% AMI

$27,900

$31,900

$35,900

$39,850

80% AMI

$44,650

$51,000

$57,400

$63,750

100% AMI

$55,813

$63,750

$71,750

$79,688

Affordable Rents / Mortgage Pmts - Albany County, WY - by AMI and Family Size
Family Size

1 Person

2 Person

3 Person

4 Person

30% AMI

$419

$479

$543

$655

50% AMI

$698

$798

$898

$996

80% AMI

$1,116

$1,275

$1,435

$1,594

100% AMI

$1,395

$1,594

$1,794

$1,992

Affordable Housing Prices - Albany County, WY - by AMI and Family Size
Family Size

1 Person

2 Person

3 Person

4 Person

30% AMI

$83,845

$95,709

$108,724

$131,149

50% AMI

$139,659

$159,581

$179,704

$199,477

80% AMI

$223,504

$255,290

$287,326

$319,113

100% AMI

$279,317

$319,113

$359,158

$398,853

*American Community Survey, US Census Bureau
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I N C RE A S I N G
A F FORDA BI L I T Y
A N D C HOIC E
This housing strategy focuses on two key options for expanding housing affordability and
choice in Laramie:

ENABLE

INCENTIVIZE

Enable it through the alignment of
development policies.

Incentivize it through strategic
partnerships and investments.

Local development policies influence
the affordability of new housing. Too
often, these policies create barriers
rather than enable affordable
development. Lengthy processes, use
restrictions, dimensional requirements,
parking regulations, fee structures and
required materials can all impede the
creation of affordable housing choices
by raising costs and restricting housing
types. The following opportunity
site assessments analyzed barriers
for each zone and include policy
recommendations for reducing barriers
to more affordable housing choices
from being built.

Many communities offer incentives
that encourage developers to build
housing that is affordable to certain
income levels or in particular locations.
In general, these incentives reduce
costs for development in exchange for
meeting desired outcomes. A handful
of incentives were explored for the
opportunity site in the DC zone district,
and are explained at the end of this
section starting on page 39.
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E N A BLI N G
A F FORDA BL E
DE V E LOPM E N T
Like blueprints for a neighborhood, zoning codes dictate what an individual may use a given
lot for, what size and shape of building they may build there, how far the building must be
from other buildings and the street, how much parking to provide, and even how much
landscaping the owner must install.
Because zoning codes are written and enforced entirely on the local level, they are expected
to shift over time as the community’s needs change.
Good zoning codes should work to help a community’s vision and plans become a reality over
time. For example, when a community’s plans call for more of a certain type of housing in a
specific neighborhood, zoning codes should clearly guide and encourage future development
to reflect the community’s goals in that area.
Unfortunately, zoning codes can be complex, and are often out of line with a community’s
plans and goals. While good codes should make a community’s plans become reality, poorly
aligned codes (or outdated codes) can actively prevent a community’s goals from being
reached. For example, communities focus on supporting affordable housing, however, zoning
codes often prohibit it from being built.
One way that code can be a barrier is parking requirements. While it’s reasonable to require
new buildings to provide new parking spaces in neighborhoods where there is not sufficient
parking already available, setting your parking requirements even just a little too high can
make it impossible or unaffordable to build many kinds of homes—especially some of the
more compact, affordable homes that are needed in Laramie.
Codes require a careful balance, and plenty of modifications over time, to get it right.
This code audit examined the R-2, R-3 and DC zones’ supply of developable land and what
the code required to build the desired housing types. The purpose was to identify any barriers
within the code that may be inhibiting more affordable housing choices from being built in
Laramie. Key findings for each zone are described in the following pages.
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R-2 ZONE DISTRICT
Key findings in the R-2 zone district:
LACK OF HOUSING DIVERSITY. Currently the R-2 zone district requires a minimum lot
per principle building size of 6,000 square feet and per unit requires 3,500 square feet.
Decreasing requirements for minimum lot size per principle building and unit will increase
the amount of lots that can accommodate more choices than just a single family home. This
will enable more housing to be built.
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE UNITS IMPACT HOUSING COST. Existing zoning limits lots within
R-2 to a maximum of four units per lot. This means that larger lots zoned R-2 like the one
analyzed below would likely be developed with relatively large units targeted at Laramie’s
highest income earners. Increasing the amount of units allowed per lot can effectively lower
the rent or sales price required to make the project work.

How the R-2 zone district affects current lots in Laramie today: This section
includes findings for R-2 zone district based upon existing lots and proposed code changes
to enable affordable development.
SITE ASSUMPTIONS
Location

260 N. Pine Street

Lot Size (sf)
Lot Cost
Existing Use

15,480
$85,000
Vacant

About the lot:
The lot studied is located on 260 N. Pine Street near the corner of Pine Street and Highway
230 in the West Side Neighborhood.

Neighborhood context:
West Side Laramie has great history and connectivity to downtown via an historic pedestrian
bridge and river corridor. The neighborhood is ecclectic, with a mix of uses of single family
homes ranging, small scale multifamily, live/work spaces, industrial and commercial uses.

Target demographics:
Young professionals, entrepreneurs, young families housing typology: Live work housing
including an attached or detached accessory dwelling unit to help support new
homeownership options.
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ALLOWABLE LOT DESIGN: Existing zoning
limits this site to a maximum of four units.
Because of this, in order to justify the cost
of such a large lot, it is likely the outcome
would be relatively large units targeted to
Laramie’s highest income earners. It would
cost $518,000 to purchase one of the units
on the lot which is affordable for a 2-person
household making 144% of the area median
income.

PROPOSED LOT DESIGN: This site has
sufficient square footage to support more
than 4 units of housing. A design exercise
indicated that this site has the potential to
fit 6 townhomes complete with 2 parking
spaces, rentable workspace and a carriage
home also known as an Accessory Dwelling
Unit (ADU).
This concept would meet a range of
affordability due to the rental spaces,
including the workspace and the accessory
dwelling unit also, known as a carriage home.

This home would have a monthly mortgage
payment of $2,586 which is an unattainable
housing cost to most of the Laramie
community.
EXISTING ZONING SITE DESIGN
Concept:

PROPOSED SITE DESIGN
Townhomes

Live/work

Concept:

12

Dwelling units:

4

Dwelling units:

Townhomes:

4

Townhomes:

Carriage homes (ADU):

0

Carriage homes (ADU):

6 (600 SF per unit)

Workspaces/offices:

0

Workspaces/offices:

6 (600 SF per unit)

Parking:

4

6 (1,200 SF per unit)

12 (600 SF per unit)

Parking:

4

3

Pine Street

2

Parking
(4 Spaces)

3

4

2

3

2
1

4
1

1

2

1

3

4

This site plan depicts the maximum units allowed
per zoning code. This is due to parking requirements,
minimum lot standards, lot widths and set backs.

This site plan depicts proposed site design to
accomplish affordability by incorporating a live/work
concept. Proposed changes zoning are needed.

EXISTING ZONING STANDARDS AFFORDABILITY

PROPOSED ZONING STANDARDS AFFORDABILITY

Avg. Unit Size:

Avg. Unit Size:

Avg. Sales Price:
Avg. Mortgage Pmt:

2,200 sqft
$518,000
$2,586

Revenue Potential:

$0

Net Mortgage Pmt:

$2,586

10-Year Property Tax Revenue:
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$164,682

Avg. Sales Price:

1,800/600 sqft
$565,000

Avg. Mortgage Pmt:

$2,650 per property

Revenue Potential:

$1,480 per property

Net Mortgage Pmt: $1,220 if workspace & ADU rented
10-Year Property Tax Revenue:

$324,031
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IMPACT ON AFFORDABILITY:
This site design generates 8 additional
homes than current zoning would allow.
Although the cost per unit isn’t reduced,
utilizing additional income generators from
leasing out the workspace and/or the ADU
(also known as “mortgage helpers”) will allow
the prospective buyer the ability to obtain
homeownership when they otherwise would
not be able to afford homes in this price
range.

In addition to the rental units on the property
providing a pathway to homeownership,
the ADUs themselves help meet affordable
housing demands. These units could be
affordably leased to those at 60% of the Area
Median Income at a price of $840 a month.
The workspace could be leased out at $600/
month. Both of these options subsidize
a mortgage dramatically as shown in the
following graphic, resulting in homes that are
affordable to a wide range of income levels.

PHYSICIAN

2-PERSON HHLD

Purchase Price:
$565,000

What if we rent out the carriage house?
($840/mo)
(60% AMI)

What if we lease out the work space to a
custom stand-up paddle board manufacturer?
($600/mo)

Mortgage:
$2,650/mo (150% AMI)
Mortgage:
$1,820/mo (114% AMI)

Mortgage:
$1,220/mo (77% AMI)

$90,125/YR

AMI %

140%
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

$78,000/YR

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER

$47,438/YR

RESEARCH ASSISTANT

$35,845/YR

REGISTERED NURSE

$32,482/YR

AUTO MECHANIC

60-77%

$30,268/YR

OF AMI

While the costs to entry are high, if buyers have an
entrepreneurial mindset, they can use their new
property to generate income and help them pay
their mortgage by renting our the workspace and
the accessory dwelling unit. If renting out both
units the buyer would be able to decrease their
monthly mortgage by $1,430. In addition, renting
out the accessory dwelling unit would provide
attainable rents in the area with an average of
$840 a month.

SERVER / BARTENDER

$13,280/YR + TIPS

Current zoning standards would make these
townhomes affordable to 2-person households
making 144% of AMI. Proposed code changes
would enable housing to be built that is affordable
to a two-person household meeting 60%-77% AMI.

3D Render of proposed Live/work concept on 260 N. Pine Street
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R-2 PROPOSED CODE CHANGES TO INCREASE AFFORDABILITY AND CHOICE:
Per existing code this type of housing product and site design would not be permitted. Below
represents the code changes necessary to allow this type of development in the R2 zone
district.
REDUCE FRONT SETBACKS FOR PRINCIPLE AND
ACCESSORY STRUCTURES.
3

4

2

3

2

3

1

REDUCE LOT FRONTAGE REQUIREMENT TO 20 FEET
PER STRUCTURE AND EXEMPT ACCESSORY DWELLINGS
FROM REQUIREMENT.

2
1

PERMIT LIVE/WORK BY RIGHT
IN THE R2 ZONE.

4

ELIMINATE PRINCIPLE BUILDING MINIMUM LOT AREA
REQUIREMENT AND REDUCE LOT AREA REQUIRED PER UNIT.

1

ALLOW UP TO 1 EXTERNAL AND 1 INTERNAL ADU PER LOT,
EXEMPT FROM LOT AREA PER UNIT REQUIREMENTS.

4

EXISTING ZONING

PROPOSED CHANGES

Min. Lot Area per Principal Building (sqft)

6,000

N/A

Min. Lot Area per Unit (sqft)

3,500

1,250*

N/A

2,500

Min. Lot Width (Principal / Townhouse Bldg) (ft)

Min. Lot Size (sqft)

60 / 24

20 / 20

Front Setback (Principal / Accessory) (ft)

25 / 45

5/5

60

60

Min. Townhouse Structure Width (ft)
Allowed Uses: Dwelling, Live/Work

-

Accessory means Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU). Not considered a shed

P
*Accessory dwellings exempted.

FRONT SETBACKS. Reduce required front setbacks from a minimum of 25 feet for the
principal structure and 45 feet for an accessory structure to a minimum of 5 feet for either.
LOT FRONTAGE REQUIREMENT. The lot frontage requirement is how wide a lot is required
to be. Currently, 60 feet of frontage is required per principal structure, or 24 feet per
townhouse building. It is recommended that the requirement be reduced to 20 feet per
structure, but exempting Accessory Dwelling Units from this requirement.
MINIMUM LOT AREA. Currently a minimum lot area of 6,000 square feet per principle
building and 3,500 square feet per unit is required. While an exemption has been put in
place for the primary structure, the requirement of 6,000 additional square feet remains
for additional principle buildings. It is recommended that the per principle building
requirement be eliminated entirely, and replaced with only a minimum lot area per unit
requirement of 1,250 square feet. Accessory Dwelling Units should be exempted from this
requirement.
ACCESSORY DWELLING UNITS (ADUS). ADUs are not explicitly allowed per Laramie’s zoning
code. Allow up to 1 external and 1 internal ADU per lot, and exempt both from the minimum
lot area per unit requirement.
ALLOWED USES. Permit live/work units by right for the R2 zone.
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Additional Considerations:
ACCESSORY DWELLINGS PROVIDE ATTAINABLE HOUSING OPTIONS. One housing type
that received positive responses from the community were Accessory Dwelling Units (ADUs).
ADUs, also known as carriage homes, differ from a duplex because they are smaller than the
primary home and are usually limited in total floor area to around 600-900 square feet—
making them more “naturally” affordable in nature due to their size and location.
Because they are typically built and managed by existing property owners, they are a great
way to both provide needed rental housing units and support existing homeowners. ADUs
give an entry way for individuals who struggle to afford homes in difficult and tight housing
markets such as Laramie by providing an additional income to homeowners that will
help reduce the cost of mortgages while providing an affordable rental unit. The Laramie
Development Code does not expressly permit ADUs causing a barrier to new homeowners or
those who struggle to enter the Laramie housing market.

ADUs as Mortgage Helpers
How can different living arrangements with ADUs help
with mortgage payments?
Owner

= Occupied
= Rent

Mortgage
Payment

Main House
Rental
Income

ADU
Rental
Income

Your Net
Mortgage
Payment

-$1,822
-$1,200

$0

$0
$0

-$1,822
-$1,200

$0

$850
$1,400

-$1,102
-$1,565

$2,050
$1,349

$0
$0

-$1,410
-$603

$0

$2,800
$1700

-$660
-$577

Live in house, no ADUs

-$1,952
-$2,965

Live in house, rent 1 ADU
-$2,965
-$1,952
Live in 1 ADU, rent out house

-$3,460
-$2,277
Live in house, rent 2 ADUs
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R-3 ZONE DISTRICT
Key findings in the R-3 zone district:
LACK OF HOUSING DIVERSITY. Currently the R-3 zone district requires a minimum lot
per principle building size of 6,000 square feet and per unit requires 1,000 square feet.
Decreasing requirements for minimum lot size per principle building and unit will increase
the amount of usable lots, enabling more housing to be built as well allowing for a variety of
typologies that match existing neighborhoods.
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE UNITS IMPACT HOUSING COST. Though existing zoning technically
would allow a townhome structure on the site analyzed, the minimum width requirements
would need to be relaxed to fit within required side setbacks. Even so, in order to afford one
of these townhomes, an individual would need to make at least $78,000 a year, which is
120% of the AMI for a two-person household.

How the R-3 zone district affects current lots in Laramie today: This section

includes findings for R-3 zone district based upon existing lots and proposed code changes
to enable affordable development.
SITE ASSUMPTIONS
Location

508 S. 6th Street

Lot Size (sf)
Lot Cost
Existing Use

7,240
$110,000
Vacant

About the lot:
The lot studied is located on 508 S. 6th Street near the corner of 6th Street and Custer Street
within the Tree Area Neighborhood, currently zoned R-3.

Neighborhood context:
This neighborhood is typically single family residential. There are a number of creative reuse
within the existing lots- most of which could not be built today under the existing code such
as ADUs, duplexes and 4-plexes.

Target demographics:
Provide attainable housing to young professionals, young families, and downsizing retirees
into homeownership opportunities.
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IMPACT ON AFFORDABILITY:
This site design enables a sales price of $228,600 for each cottage home, lowering the price
by 58%. This would allow a prospective buyer to purchase a home with a salary of $47,438,
making it an attainable housing option for a two person household making 72% of area
median income.
EXISTING CONCEPT AMI AFFORDABILITY
PHYSICIAN

2-PERSON HHLD

$90,125/YR

AMI %

140%
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

$78,000/YR

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER

$47,438/YR

RESEARCH ASSISTANT

$35,845/YR

REGISTERED NURSE

PROPOSED CONCEPT AMI AFFORDABILITY
PHYSICIAN

2-PERSON HHLD

$90,125/YR

AMI %

140%
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

$78,000/YR

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER

$47,438/YR

RESEARCH ASSISTANT

$35,845/YR

REGISTERED NURSE

$32,482/YR

$32,482/YR

108%
OF AMI

AUTO MECHANIC

$30,268/YR

AUTO MECHANIC

72%

$30,268/YR

OF AMI

SERVER / BARTENDER

SERVER / BARTENDER

$13,280/YR + TIPS

$13,280/YR + TIPS

Current zoning standards would make these townhomes affordable to 2-person households making 108% of
AMI. Proposed code changes would enable housing to be built that is affordable to a two-person household
meeting 72% AMI.

3D Render of proposed cottage court concept on 508 S. 6th Street
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R-3 PROPOSED CODE CHANGES TO INCREASE AFFORDABILITY AND CHOICE:
Per existing code this type of housing product and site design would not be permitted. Below
represents the code changes necessary to allow this type of development in the R-3 zone
district.
PERMIT LIVE/WORK BY RIGHT IN THE R3 ZONE
DISTRICT

REDUCE FRONT SETBACKS FOR PRINCIPLE AND
ACCESSORY STRUCTURES

3
1

4

REDUCE LOT FRONTAGE REQUIREMENT TO 12 FEET PER
STRUCTURE, OR ALLOW ALLEY FRONTAGE TO COUNT
TOWARD REQUIREMENT.

2

ELIMINATE PRINCIPLE
BUILDING MINIMUM LOT AREA
REQUIREMENT.

5

INCREASE MAXIMUM HEIGHT FOR ACCESSORY
STRUCTURES
ALLOW UP TO 1 EXTERNAL AND 1 INTERNAL ADU PER LOT,
EXEMPT FROM LOT AREA PER UNIT REQUIREMENTS.

EXISTING ZONING

PROPOSED CHANGES

Min. Lot Area per Principal Building (sqft)

6,000

N/A

Min. Lot Area per Unit (sqft)

1,000

1,000*

N/A

2,000

Min. Lot Width (Principal / Townhouse Bldg) (ft)

Min. Lot Size (sqft)

60 / 16

20 / 12

Front Setback (Principal / Accessory) (ft)

15 / 45

5/5

60

36

50 / 15

50 / 24**

Min. Townhouse Structure Width (ft)
Max Building Height (Principal / Accessory) (ft)
Accessory means Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU). Not considered a shed

*Accessory dwellings exempted.
**Also shall not exceed the height of the associated principal structure pursuant to subsection 15.10.020.C.3.

FRONT SETBACKS. Reduce required front setbacks from a minimum of 15 feet for the
principal structure and 45 feet for an accessory structure to a minimum of 5 feet for either.
LOT FRONTAGE REQUIREMENT. The lot frontage requirement is how wide a lot is required to
be. Currently, 60 feet of frontage is required per principal structure, or 16 feet per townhouse
building. It is recommended that the requirement be reduced to 20 feet per principal
structure and 12 feet per townhouse building, or allow alley frontage to count toward the
requirement.
MINIMUM LOT AREA. Currently the minimum lot area requirement is 6,000 square feet per
principle building and 1,000 square feet per unit. It is recommended that the per principle
building requirement be eliminated entirely, and replaced with a minimum lot area
requirement of 1,000 square feet per unit. Accessory Dwelling Units should be exempted
from this requirement.
MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT. Increase the maximum height for accessory dwelling units
from 15 feet to 24 feet, specifying that the accessory structure shall not exceed the height of
the principal building.
ACCESSORY DWELLING UNITS (ADUS). ADUs are not explicitly allowed per Laramie’s
zoning code. Allow up to 1 external and 1 internal ADU per lot, and exempt both from the
minimum lot area per building requirement.
ALLOWED USES. Permit live/work units by right for the R3 zone.
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DC ZONE DISTRICT
Key findings in the DC zone district:
RESIDENTIAL PARKING RESTRICTIONS DRIVE UP PRICES. Though parking is not required
for commercial uses in the DC zone, residential parking requirements still exist. They can be
discounted by 50% - 75% due to proximity to public parking, but despite these allowances
parking still comprise roughly 25% of the site analyzed.
THE MORE PARKING REQUIRED PER UNIT, the fewer units a developer can build. This
requires a developer to charge more for rent to make up the difference. For example, if
no parking was required for residential in the DC zone district then it would be feasible to
build rental housing affordable for a person making $36,000. Below represents the cost of a
parking space compared to rentable space.
No Spaces/Unit
Income Required to Afford Rent: $36,000
0.5 Spaces/Unit
Income Required to Afford Rent: $39,000
1 Spaces/Unit
Income Required to Afford Rent: $43,000
1.5 Spaces/Unit
Income Required to Afford Rent: $47,000
2.5 Spaces/Unit
Income Required to Afford Rent: $51,000

MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT REQUIREMENTS ALSO DRIVE UP PRICES. Currently the code
requires that buildings can be no taller than the tallest building on the block or 12 feet taller
than the tallest building on the opposite side of the block, whichever is less. This restriction
impacts the number of units on a site, making affordable housing prices infeasible. These
restrictions can cause sites to be left stagnant or developed only for the community’s highest
earners.
MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE UNITS IMPACT HOUSING COST. Due to the parking requirements
and height restrictions, in order to afford housing in this zone on the site analyzed, an
individual would need to make at least $78,000 a year, or 120% of the area median income
for single person households.
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How the DC zone district affects current lots in Laramie today: This section
includes findings for DC zone district based upon existing lots and proposed code changes to
enable affordable development.
SITE ASSUMPTIONS
Location

420 S. 2nd Street

Lot Size (sf)

9,360

Lot Cost

$143,000

Existing Use

Public Parking

About the lot:
The lot studied in the DC, or downtown district, is located on 420 S. 2nd Street at the corner
of 2nd and Custer Streets.

Neighborhood context:
This lot is a key property and is at the south gateway to Main Street. This lot of 26 parking
spaces is owned by the City. Housing is needed in the downtown to help support economic
vibrancy.

Target demographics:
Bring recent graduates and young professionals to live in downtown.

WHY IS HOUSING IN DOWNTOWN IMPORTANT?
Average Monthly Spending by Establishment
and Mode
$100
$80
$60
$40
$20
$0
Convenience Stores
Walk
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Drinking Places
Bike

Transit

High-Turnover
Restaurants
Auto

Drivers spend more
per trip, but bikers,
walkers, and transit
riders spend more
overall. Providing
and supporting
housing in or
around downtown
to support
businesses in
Laramie.
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ALLOWABLE LOT DESIGN: This site is
currently a city owned lot used for free
public parking. The zoning code allows
a 12 unit mixed use project on this site,
requiring 6 parking spots in the rear of the
building. Though parking is not required for
commercial uses in the DC zone, residential
parking requirements still exist. They can
be discounted by 50% due to proximity to
public parking, but even with this allowance,
the 6 required on-site spaces take up roughly
25% of the site. In addition, existing height
restrictions further limits the amount of
units possible on this site. As a result, if this
12 unit mixed use building was built today,
each unit would require a minimum of
$1,667 of monthly rent, making these homes
affordable to 119% of AMI , and likely not
achievable in the Laramie market.

PROPOSED LOT DESIGN: With some
modifications to the zoning code, mainly
to parking requirements, this site could
accommodate 28 new housing units instead
of 12. These improvements make the project
market feasible with no subsidy required and
provides affordable housing to individuals
earning 65% of area median income.

EXISTING ZONING SITE DESIGN

PROPOSED SITE DESIGN

Concept:

Residential

Concept:

Mixed Use

Dwelling units:

12

Dwelling units:

Studios:

12

Studios:

23 (395 SF per unit)

1-2 Bed:

0

1-2 Bed:

5 (706-794 SF per unit)

Ground Floor Retail:

(2,000 SF)

Parking:

Parking
(6 Spaces)

6

28

Ground Floor Retail:

(3,033 SF)

Parking:

0

16

12

12

This site plan depicts the maximum units allowed per
zoning code. This is due to parking requirements,
minimum lot standards, and set backs.

This site plan depicts proposed site design to achieve
affordability by constructing a mixed use micro units
concept. Proposed zoning changes are needed.

EXISTING ZONING STANDARDS AFFORDABILITY

PROPOSED ZONING STANDARDS AFFORDABILITY

Avg. Unit Size:

Avg. Unit Size:

700 sqft

454 sqft

Achievable Rent:

$1,050

Achievable Rent:

$889

Rent Needed for Feasibility:

$1,667

Rent Needed for Feasibility:

$900

Land Cost:
Sewer/Water Tap Fees:
10-Year Property Tax Revenue:

$143,000
$36,000
$237,898

Land Cost:

$143,000

Sewer/Water Tap Fees:

$43,000

10-Year Property Tax Revenue:

$337,057
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IMPACT ON AFFORDABILITY:
This concept would achieve a monthly rent of $900 a month per unit, making it affordable to
a person making a $47,438 annual salary or 65% area median income.
EXISTING CONCEPT AMI AFFORDABILITY
PHYSICIAN

1-PERSON HHLD

$90,125/YR

AMI %

140%
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

$78,000/YR

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER

$47,438/YR

RESEARCH ASSISTANT

$35,845/YR

REGISTERED NURSE

PROPOSED CONCEPT AMI AFFORDABILITY
PHYSICIAN

1-PERSON HHLD

$90,125/YR

AMI %

140%
120%
100%
80%
60%
40%

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR

$78,000/YR

JOURNEYMAN PLUMBER

$47,438/YR

RESEARCH ASSISTANT

$35,845/YR

REGISTERED NURSE

$32,482/YR

$32,482/YR

AUTO MECHANIC

119%

$30,268/YR

OF AMI

AUTO MECHANIC

65%

$30,268/YR

OF AMI

SERVER / BARTENDER

SERVER / BARTENDER

$13,280/YR + TIPS

$13,280/YR + TIPS

Current zoning standards would these apartments affordable to a 1-person household making 119% of AMI,
which is someone who makes $78,000. Proposed code changes would enable housing to be built that is
affordable to a one-person household meeting 65% AMI.

3D Render of proposed mixed use micro unit concept on 420 S. 2nd Street
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DC PROPOSED CODE CHANGES TO INCREASE AFFORDABILITY AND CHOICE:
Per existing code this type of housing product and site design would not be permitted. Below
represents the code changes necessary to allow this type of development in the DC zone
district.
INCREASE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STORIES TO ALLOW
FOR MORE FLEXIBILITY.

16

ELIMINATE PARKING REQUIREMENTS FOR RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT IN THE DC ZONE.

12

GAP FINANCING MEASURES:
• WRITE-DOWN COST OF CITY-OWNED LAND
• CONSIDER FEE WAIVERS
• LOOK INTO PROVIDING PARTIAL OR TOTAL TAX
ABATEMENT FOR 5-10 YEARS.

Max.Building
BuildingHeight
Height
Max.
Min.Parking
Parkingper
per1000
1000sqft
sqftCommercial
Commercial
Min.
Min.Parking
Parkingper
perResidential
ResidentialUnit
Unit
Min.

EXISTING ZONING
ZONING
EXISTING

PROPOSEDCHANGES
CHANGES
PROPOSED

No taller than tallest
No
tallest building
building on
onblock
blockface
face
or 12 ft taller than
than building
building on
onopposite
opposite
block face,
face, whichever
whichever isisless.
less.

80ft
80 ft

00

00

1 space
per
unit.
space
reduction
in
.75
spaces
per
unit75%
unless
within
660 ft of
DC
zoneparking,
& an additional
50% reduction
public
then .5 spaces
per unit. if
loaded w/ 660 ft of public parking.

00

MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT. Current requirements specify that the buildings cannot be
taller than the tallest building on the block face or 12 feet taller than any building on the
opposite block face, whichever is less. It is recommended that this requirement be simplified
to a maximum building height of 80 feet, which fits with the character of this zone district.
This increases the maximum number of stories possible to allow the developer more
flexibility.
MINIMUM PARKING REQUIREMENTS. The current code requirement is 1 space per unit. 75%
of space reduction in DC zone district and an additional 50% reduced parking requirement
if the building is less than 660 feet away from public parking. It is recommended that this
parking requirement be eliminated for residential development within the DC zone district.
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Additional Considerations:
DENSITY RESTRICTIONS ALSO DRIVE UP PRICES. Given the fixed costs of land and
construction in Laramie, which the public sector cannot control, the most effective way to
enable private developers to deliver more affordable homes is to allow them to build more
housing units on a given lot. This is difficult per existing code requirements for all zones
analyzed.
HIGH MINIMUM LOT SIZE AND LOW MAXIMUM DENSITY are especially limiting. It is
essential to approach setting lot size and density regulations with this concept in mind: there
is a cost to a restricting density. Cities must think critically when setting density standards,
and be cautious not to require more land area per unit than is necessary to allow for the
housing types that are desired for the zone.
LARAMIE’S LACK OF QUALITY HOUSING CHOICES IS HURTING THE LOCAL ECONOMY.
The Laramie community’s lack of quality housing choices is hurting the local economy. Not
only is housing unaffordable to many, there is a lack of the types of housing choices to meet
the needs of the people who want to live in Laramie. Existing businesses are growing and
new businesses are coming, but employers struggle to attract and retain talent. The cost of
housing is high and household incomes are low so people struggle to find quality housing
that meets their needs.
Because new development has focused primarily on 3-4 bedroom single family homes
and large apartment buildings on the periphery of town, there remains a high demand
for smaller sized housing products, particularly in the greater downtown area. In for-sale
products, homes under the $300K price point are greatly needed. Additionally, while vacancy
rates suggest a surplus in rental housing, based on interviews and focus group conversations,
there is a lack of quality, affordable rental housing. As a result, 54% of renters are choosing
to become cost burdened in order to get the quality of housing that they desire. This means
that money that could be spent in the local economy is instead being put toward rent that
is beyond what people can afford. Enabling the development of more rental units within the
downtown could fill a gap in the market for quality rental housing at more affordable price
points, resulting in less cost-burdened households and more disposable income being spent
locally.
To enable continued economic growth, it is crucial that Laramie addresses these gaps in
the housing market. And yet, these products are not currently being built in Laramie. The
proposed zoning code changes outlined in this document is the first step necessary for
achieving more quality affordable housing choices for the community.
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INCENTIVIZING
A F FORDA BL E
DE V E LOPM E N T
Beyond modifications to the local zoning code, there are many other ways that local
governments can help enable the creation of more affordable housing choices. The primary
strategies described here can significantly impact the bottom line of a housing project, which
means that the homes built can be sold or rented for less money than would otherwise be
required.
By definition, the economic nature of affordable housing means that you have to bring
subsidy to the project in order to push prices below the market rate. The lower the income of
the intended renter or homeowner, the more subsidy that will be required.
The importance of creating the financial capacity to get projects built cannot be overstated.
In communities with significant housing needs, reliance upon code changes alone will be
insufficient to address the challenge. In most circumstances, the local community will have to
develop its own local sources of subsidy to help fill in the gaps. Building off of the opportunity
site analysis for 420 S. 2nd Street, various incentives were applied to see how this might
impact the bottom line for rent prices.
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THE CHALLENGE
To clarify the challenge, we’ll illustrate two households with different income levels. If we
want to make housing affordable for a family with young children and a single wage earner,
or households with two working adults, then we start with a targeted affordable sale price of
three times their income (which is what is considered to be affordable).
Next, we’ll estimate the actual costs of development by adding the land costs, hard costs
(construction and labor), and soft costs (fees) that are typical for that community.
The difference between development cost and actual affordable sale price the community is
the gap. Knowing your community’s affordability gap, even as a rough estimate, is crucial for
addressing affordability and building a financing strategy that can close it.

ONE EARNER

Step 1: Optimal Price

Average Median
Earnings
Affordable Sale Price
by Earner

$52,000

$83,200

$156,000

$249,000

ONE EARNER

Step 2: Actual Cost

$120,000

$120,000

Hard Cost

$225,000

$225,000

Soft Cost

$80,000

$80,000

$425,000

$425,000

ONE EARNER

40

TWO EARNERS

Land Cost

Total Development
Cost

Step 3: Find the GAP

TWO EARNERS

TWO EARNERS

Total Development
Cost

$425,000

$425,000

Affordable Sale Price
by Earner

$156,000

$249,000

The Financial Gap

$269,000

$176,000
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FREE OR REDUCED LAND
Selling publicly owned land for housing development at a reduced price can be a strong
incentive for a developer. Not only will it reduce the bottom line cost of the project, meaning
housing can be rented or sold for less money once built, it also can enable the construction
of untested products such as studios or micro units that may be perceived as risky or
unproven. In the example below, if the land were free and the recommended zoning code
changes enacted, rent prices could be cut in half. Meanwhile, the increase in property tax
revenue that results from the additional units nearly covers the upfront costs of donating the
land.
EXISTING ZONING SITE DESIGN
Concept:

PROPOSED SITE DESIGN
Residential

Concept:

Mixed Use

Dwelling units:

12

Dwelling units:

Studios:

12

Studios:

23 (395 SF per unit)

1-2 Bed:

0

1-2 Bed:

5 (706-794 SF per unit)

Ground Floor Retail:

(2,000 SF)

Parking:

Parking
(6 Spaces)

6

Ground Floor Retail:

12

Number of Stories
Number of Units
Avg. Unit Size

(3,033 SF)

Parking:

0

16

EXISTING ZONING ALLOWED CONCEPT

28

12

PROPOSED CONCEPT WITH FREE LAND
2
12
700 sqft

Number of Stories
Number of Units
Avg. Unit Size

3
28
454 sqft

Sqft Commercial

2,000

Sqft Commercial

3,000

Achievable Rent

$1,050

Achievable Rent

$889

Rent Needed for Feasibility

$1,667

Rent Needed for Feasibility

$861

Land Cost

$140,000

Land Cost

$1

Sewer/Water Tap Fees

$36,000

Sewer/Water Tap Fees

$43,000

10-Year Property Taxes

$237,898

10-Year Property Taxes

$315,903
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FEE WAIVERS
Local jurisdictions may reduce or waive residential development fees such as water, sewer
or permit fees. This helps to reduce the overall cost of construction. Building on the previous
example, if fee waivers are added, rent can be reduced even further, saving households an
additional $300 in rent per year. Multiplied across 28 units, this frees up over $8,000 per year
for these renters to spend in the local economy rather than on rent every year.

EXISTING ZONING SITE DESIGN
Concept:

PROPOSED SITE DESIGN
Residential

Concept:

Mixed Use

Dwelling units:

12

Dwelling units:

Studios:

12

Studios:

23 (395 SF per unit)

1-2 Bed:

0

1-2 Bed:

5 (706-794 SF per unit)

Ground Floor Retail:

(2,000 SF)

Parking:

Parking
(6 Spaces)

6

Ground Floor Retail:

Avg. Unit Size

0

16

12

PROPOSED CONCEPT WITH FREE LAND & FEE
WAIVERS

EXISTING ZONING ALLOWED CONCEPT

Number of Units

(3,033 SF)

Parking:

12

Number of Stories

28

2
12
700 sqft

Number of Stories
Number of Units
Avg. Unit Size

3
28
454 sqft

Sqft Commercial

2,000

Sqft Commercial

3,000

Achievable Rent

$1,050

Achievable Rent

$889

Rent Needed for Feasibility

$1,667

Rent Needed for Feasibility

$837

Land Cost

$140,000

Land Cost

$0

Sewer/Water Tap Fees

$36,000

Sewer/Water Tap Fees

$0

10-Year Property Taxes

$237,898

10-Year Property Taxes

$312,318
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TAX ABATEMENT
Tax abatements help reduce operating costs over time. A 10-year property tax abatement
would make the most significant impact on reducing rental prices for the opportunity site
analyzed. With a full 10-year property tax abatement, units could rent at below-market rates,
making them affordable to a broad range of Laramie residents. People making $30,000 a
year would not be cost burdened in this scenario.

EXISTING ZONING SITE DESIGN
Concept:

PROPOSED SITE DESIGN
Residential

Concept:

Mixed Use

Dwelling units:

12

Dwelling units:

Studios:

12

Studios:

23 (395 SF per unit)

1-2 Bed:

0

1-2 Bed:

5 (706-794 SF per unit)

Ground Floor Retail:

(2,000 SF)

Parking:

Parking
(6 Spaces)

6

Ground Floor Retail:

Avg. Unit Size

0

16

12

PROPOSED CONCEPT WITH FREE LAND, FEE
WAIVERS & TAX ABATEMENT

EXISTING ZONING ALLOWED CONCEPT

Number of Units

(3,033 SF)

Parking:

12

Number of Stories

28

2
12
700 sqft

Number of Stories
Number of Units
Avg. Unit Size

3
28
454 sqft

Sqft Commercial

2,000

Sqft Commercial

3,000

Achievable Rent

$1,050

Achievable Rent

$889

Rent Needed for Feasibility

$1,667

Rent Needed for Feasibility

$750

Land Cost

$140,000

Land Cost

$0

Sewer/Water Tap Fees

$36,000

Sewer/Water Tap Fees

$0

10-Year Property Taxes

$237,898

10-Year Property Taxes

$0
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INFRASTRUCTURE
The costs associated with getting a site ready for housing further exacerbates the affordability
problem. Building streets, extending water, sewer and other utilities, ensuring good drainage
and access for emergency vehicles are all expensive undertakings. When local jurisdictions
take on these responsibilities in strategic locations or as budgets allow, new affordable
housing development can become more economically feasible. Yet per Laramie code and
policy, the cost of infrastructure is 100% on the developer including roads and sidewalks once
a project is completed. In most communities, this would be common for unincorporated
land or land on the outskirts. However, in Laramie, this is the requirement even in certain
neighborhoods such as West Laramie or West Side Laramie that boarder downtown. Based
upon feedback from local developers, this is a major barrier to building affordable housing
because the infrastructure costs require a higher sale or rental price in order to receive a
return on the investment. Oftentimes, that final sales or rental price is beyond what is feasible
for the Laramie market, meaning the development doesn’t happen at all.

The central location of the R-2, R-3, and DC zone districts makes them ideal locations
for more affordable housing choices, because they necessitate less driving, reducing
transportation costs for residents close to amenities and employment.

27%

On average, residents in Laramie spend about 27% of their income on
transportation costs. The average cost of transportation is 15%.

Typically, building in these neighborhoods would be a cost savings to a developer due to
the presence of existing infrastructure. However, in neighborhoods such as the West Side in
Laramie, there is an absence of that infrastructure despite the central location. This means
that projects here are as costly as developments found at the periphery of town, but the
products that would be built would not bring in as much revenue. Most developers will
choose to develop a larger plot of land, where the market is proven and the sales prices can
be higher, rather than take a risk and invest in building something with a slimmer profit
margin closer in town. This is why Laramie continues to see “more of the same” being built:
large single-family homes and multifamily housing, mostly on the outskirts of town.
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One way to reverse this trend is supporting infrastructure where new housing is desired
within the R-2, R-3 and DC zone districts. This directly reduces the cost of construction to the
developer where the price point can be lowered naturally - and significantly. Strategically
directing public infrastructure investments to core neighborhoods is one of the most
impactful things Laramie can do to enable affordable infill housing. Infrastructure that
promotes walkability and multimodal living means less on-site parking will be needed. This
means more buildable space, more units and more affordable housing.
Strategic infrastructure investments are typically identified within a Capital Improvement
Plan (CIP). It is recommended that Laramie evaluate its current CIP to more strongly
incorporate projects that address existing infrastructure needs in areas that are centrally
located to enable housing development opportunities. Consider what new infrastructure
is needed to achieve the desired housing types identified in this strategy. Investing in a
complete street grid, transit, parking facilities or public parks are just some examples of
public investments that support a diverse range of housing choices in strategic locations.

HOW DOES CONNECTIVITY SUPPORT AFFORDABILITY?

Connected Infrastructures Supports

Walkability
Connected infrastructure
promotes walkability which
in return increases the
disposable income available
in neighborhoods to local
businesses to support
economic vitality.

Multimodel
Transportation

Infill
Development

Connected infrastructure
allows for the opportunity to
build and create multimodel
transportation options
including bike lanes and
buses that connect to
more residences due to
the infrastructure pattern.
In return removes a
transportation cost burden.

Connected infrastructure
creates the opportunity for
infill development, providing
more area to build housing
which will naturally lower
building cost.
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NEXT
STEPS
The following is a list of next steps that will be necessary for the
implementation of this housing strategy. It is recommended that the
Planning Manager, along with the Housing Action Team (HAT) meet
quarterly to discuss progress on the items defined below and problem
solve along the way.
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Update the City’s Capital
Improvement Plan (CIP).

Limited Multi-Family (R2)

Multi-Family PUD (R3-PUD)

Zoning Map

Evaluate infrastructure needs within the R-2, R-3 and
DC zone districts to better understand the barriers
to development and the investments necessary to
support desired development. Strategically integrate
projects into the CIP that will help reduce these
barriers by addressing these needs.
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Incentives are a key component of implementing
Legend
this housing strategy. Developing an approach to
public-private partnerships could be beneficial in
that it would leverage public financial resources and
may enable the development community to move
forward on multiple projects in a shorter time frame.
Incentives to consider include:
Write-down cost of city-owned land
Fee waivers
5-10 year tax abatements
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